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HIGHLIGHTS

Certified HEPA H14 high-performance filter

Filters 99.995% of viruses, aerosols, pollen and fine dust from 0.001 µm

Monitoring filter saturation and operating hours

AIR IS LIFE!

The VITAPOINT® 2000 filters viruses, bacteria, pollen and other
Microparticles down to a size of 0.001μm to 99.995%. The Vitapoint®
filters almost all harmful substances and reduces the risk of infection,
particularly in highly sensitive areas in frequented rooms with
insufficient ventilation.

The VITAPOINT® air purifier extracts the contaminated air near the
floor and cleans it through two filter stages. The hygienically clean air
is then filtered through a ventilation grille on the top of the unit and led
it back into the room. The separated particles remain in the filters and
are disposed of with them.

PERFORMANCE

700 m³/h

APPLICATION AREAS

Offices / Meeting rooms  

Medical practices / Waiting rooms

Common rooms / Playrooms

Classrooms / Daycare centers

Sports rooms / Dressing rooms

Offices / Public authorities

Cafes / Restaurants / Hotels

Retail / Cultural institutions
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25-44 dB(A)

Energy-saving motor

Quality product - Made in Germany



Black or white coating

FILTER |  OPTIONS

OPTIONS

FILTER STAGE 1
Coarse dust filter G4 of 10 µm

FILTER STAGE 2
HEPA H14 Filter of 0,001µm
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TECHNICAL DATA
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NOTE: Noise level according to the Machinery Directive in the open air at a distance of 1.0 m at a height of 1.6 m. 
Measurement according to EN-ISO 11201, measured at nominal volume flow without material transport. The technical data are as accurate as possible, minor deviations may occur.
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Ø 580 mmDESCRIPTION VALUE

Max. room size 45 m²

Supply voltage 230 V

Frequency 50 Hz

Current type 1 Ph

Motor power 80 W

Fuse 16 A

Max. operating point ventilator 2,200 m3/h

Max. performance in operation 700 m3/h 

Weight (approx.) 55 kg

Sound pressure highest level <44 dB(A)

Permitted ambient temperature 5 - 40 °C

Permitted humidity 70 %



XTRACTION® is a brand of ABSAUGWERK GmbH and special
Suction solutions that do not primarily serve the industrial sector, but rather 
cross-sector niche markets in the field of suction technology. In order to re-
store the air quality in heavily frequented rooms such as reception halls, waiting 
areas or public places, ABSAUGWERK® has the Vitapoint® air purifier under the 
XTRACTION® brand developed.

„There are a thousand diseases, 
but only one health.“
Carl Ludwig Börne

If you have any further questions, your personal contact person will be happy to 
assist you.

XTRACTION®
A brand of ABSAUGWERK GMBH
Messerschmittstr. 22
D-89231 Neu-Ulm
+49 731 141108-11
info@xtraction-germany.com
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